
Lily Leaf Beetle 

Do your lilies look like this?? Full of holes instead of flowers? If so Scarlet Lily Beetle aka lily leaf 

beetle (LLB) may be your problem. This evil little bugger has invaded from Europe into Canada 

and down to Long Island. There are no natural predators here so, its smooth sailing for the little 

brat. 

   

 

They emerge in spring which is the best time to attack. Pick a pair of gloves to be your LLB 

squashing gloves. Go out and hunt for the little buggers and squash away! Trust me this will 

give you much joy after you have seen what do to your beautiful lilies. They can see you 

coming, they see the shadow of your hand, they drop off down on the ground and flip over so 

they blend with the soil to make it harder to squash 'em. You can employ the white cloth trick. 

Place a white cloth around your lily before going after them, when they drop you can still spot 

and squash 'em! 

 

Since its July and they probably have been living the high life in your garden since spring you 

will have to be extra vigilant. Go out in the evening when its cool and look for the larvae which 

like to hang out in the area where the leaf meets the stem. They will be covered in their own 

excrement, this is why you need to have separate gloves for this task. It ain't gonna be pretty 

but it is necessary if you want to save your plants. You can also employ Neem oil, but this 

needs to be sprayed on every week. Either get a Neem oil concentrate and mix it yourself; I 

have bottles of the stuff.( I use empty soda bottles for this and properly label it as neem oil 

because when mixed it looks like mountain dew and we don't want anyone to drink it by 

mistake). Captain Jack Deadbug Brew also is effective, but persistence is key. Hand picking is 

the best route and then spraying with either Captain jack or neem oil. 

 

If you feel like your fighting a losing battle, which is just how I felt last year. Leave the bare 

stems to photosynthesize and feed the bulb until they yellow. I didn't lose all of my lilies, but this 

year the flowers are much smaller. I did lose the younger ones the bulblets that form off the 

main bulb, they weren't strong enough to survive defoliation. 



 

Dan Gilrein, from Suffolk County Cooperative Extention spoke at the June meeting of The Long 

Island Horticultural Society and he said they have done 2 releases of the parasitic wasp that 

kills the scarlet lily beetle, but it will take awhile for these parasitic wasps to populate here on LI. 

So, as lily lovers we might have to be battling the little buggers for awhile longer. This fall I'm 

going to take a more drastic step and dig up all my surviving lilies and put them all in one large 

pot. This way it will make it easier to spot the lily beetle in spring, I will only have 1 area to 

concentrate on. It will also be easier to use the white cloth method if I only have to deal with a 

pot rather then my whole garden. I will not be deterred! I will grow lilies and they will look and 

smell beautiful! 

The three types of tiny parasitoid wasps (Tetrastichus setifer, Lemophagus errabundus and 

Diaparsis jucunda) specifically target lily leaf beetles by laying eggs in the beetle larvae. The 

beetle larvae drop to the ground to pupate, but when they have been parasitized, adults never 

emerge because the wasps pupate within the beetle pupae, killing them and emerging in the 

spring.*  

 

Entomologists at the University of Rhode Island began evaluating the native-European wasps in 

1999 to make sure they were safe for other insects and had them approved for release by the 

United States Department of Agriculture. 

 

Project researchers – led by the NYS IPM ornamentals team, Brian Eshenaur and Elizabeth 

Lamb – will collect beetle larvae at the test sites next June and send them to the University of 

Rhode Island to check if they are parasitized and determine whether the wasps overwintered 

and are establishing themselves in New York state. 

 

“It’s not a fast process, but it has the advantage in that if those wasps get established in New 

York, then we have continuing control that doesn’t require any pesticides,” said Lamb. If the 

wasps do establish themselves, lily leaf beetle levels could decline enough for lilies to thrive. 

 

A 2015 survey of CCE educators by Eshenaur found that lily leaf beetles were present in 30 

New York counties, with 73 percent of those counties reporting high damage. Also, 58 percent 

of those surveyed said that lily sales were down and consumers had stopped growing lilies in 

their areas. 

 

The wasps have been released at CCE sites in Putnam and Albany counties, and at Cornell’s 

Long Island Horticultural Research and Extension Center. An additional release will take place 



at the Erie County CCE. Before releasing the wasps, the researchers collected beetle larvae at 

those sites to check whether wasps that had been released and established in other states may 

have moved into New York and already parasitized the beetle larvae. 

 

Eshenaur and Lamb received a three-year, $60,000 grant from CALS in 2016 to release the 

parasitoid wasps and gather information on whether the wasps will establish themselves in the 

state. They will also do outreach about the project and create a fact sheet on the wasps. “The 

project is an important interaction between IPM on campus working with counties and having 

that move out to the general population,” Lamb said. “It’s a way of getting the word out about the 

concepts of integrated pest management, so that people realize there are alternatives in some 

cases.” 

 

Lisa Tewksbury, a research associate at the University of Rhode Island’s Biological Control Lab, 

leads efforts there to produce the wasps, get them approved and test larvae to see if they are 

parasitized.  

 

* “Parasitizing wasps offer hope against devastating lily beetle” By Krishna Ramanujan , Cornell 

Chronicle July 10, 2017 

 


